A shape of lateral distribution for charged particles in events with energy above 10 19 eV is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
The knowledge of the lateral distribution function (LDF) of charged particles from extensive air shower (EAS) is vital for experiments in the field of ultra-high energy cosmic ray (UHECR) studying. It is LDF that defines main shower parameters such as ρ 600 (charged particle density at the distance 600 m from the core) and thus -primary energy.
In this paper we consider parameters of individual LDFs resulted from revision of high energy events registered at the Yakutsk EAS array. 
where R 0 is Moiere radius and slope parameter b = −1.38 − 2.16 · cos θ − 0.15 · lg ρ 600 .
In the work by Glushkov et al [3] , an updated approximation was proposed, that demonstrated better description of experimental points at large distances from the core (r > 1000 m):
where b = 2.6 · (1 − cos θ) − 3.242.
In equations (1) and (2) 
here R m.s. is mean square radius of electrons.
This function was obtained with respect to nuclear cascade process in the shower [4] .
Since the main classification parameter for the Yakutsk array is ρ 600 , we used (3) normalized to ρ 600 . We calculated R m.s. for each shower in our selection using χ 2 -minimization. On make juxtaposition with celestial coordinates as for functions (1) and (2).
III. RESULTS
Revised parameters of individual lateral distribution functions in Greisen's ( (1) and (2) 
